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Subject: EN010071 - North London Heat and Power [DLAP-UKMATTERS.FID3822344]
Dear Sirs
Deadline 7 Response on behalf of National Grid - Protective Provisions.
At the issue specific hearing, to discuss the detailed drafting of the Development Consent Order, held
on 5th July 2016, National Grid made representations to the Examination that its preferred form of
protective provisions should appear on the Order. The Member expressed agreement with National
Grid's position and directed that the principle of National Grid's bespoke protective provisions being
included in the Order was supported. National Grid has provided the Applicant with a revised version
of protective provisions for its consideration and the Applicant has been in contact with National Grid
to work through changes to agree a form of protective provisions to be included on the face of the
Order. That discussion is still on-going and has not concluded.
National Grid understands that the Applicant does not intend to submit a form of provisions for the
protection of National Grid for deadline 7 but the parties will instead continue to seek agreement on a
form which will be submitted to the Examination as soon as possible and the parties are looking to do
so in another 7 days. If it is not possible for the parties to reach an agreement on the form of
protective provisions to be included for the benefit of National Grid, National Grid reserves its right to
submit the form that it considers should be included, taking into account the Member's comments
made at the issue specific hearing held on the 5 July 2016.
Although it is hoped that agreement will be reached, if it is not, National Grid will address in its further
submissions the particular justification for including various provisions and, to the extent not agreed
between the parties at that point, will respond in detail to the Applicant's deadline 5 response to
National Grid's protective provisions (Document AD07.08 - 2Q 10.15).
In respect of the overlap of DCO powers discussed at the issue specific hearing, National Grid and
the Applicant are in agreement that the matters outlined in the recent joint statement to Deadline 6 are
agreed in principle and need to be committed to a private agreement between the parties to regulate
how the two DCOs can operate simultaneously.
We will update the Examining Authority in due course as to whether agreement has been reached on
protective provisions, or with further submissions as necessary. In an abundance of caution, National
Grid also reserves its position at this time to appear at the third hearing reserved for the 17/18 August
to make oral representations on the form of protective provisions to be included.
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